Spatial reconstruction of coronary arteries from angiographic images.
A method for 3D reconstruction of coronary arteries from two angiographic projection views is presented (cinefilm 35 mm, 50 images/s). The geometric information defining the two projections is secured by filming a cube bearing 15 steel markers in the approximate location of the heart. For 3D reconstruction, a pair of images of the cube and two simultaneous images of the coronary tree are digitized on a computer assisted system. Two matrices describing the two projections are obtained from the 15 x 2 x 2 image coordinates of the cube markers. Next, the operator draws with a mouse the approximate centre lines of the coronary arteries to be 3D reconstructed. The program then determines the centre lines and the edges of the vessels in the two images accurately. The 3D centre lines are reconstructed and the true local vessel diameters determined. Intravascular volumes are obtained by summation of elementary volumes. The reconstructed arteries are visualized on a colour TV monitor. Measurements on various phantoms have shown that lengths of a few centimetres can be measured with typically 2% error. The accuracy of volume determination was somewhat less due to the inaccuracy of lumen determination. For real coronary arteries the volume error is estimated to be about 15% because of the poorer image quality.